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VEDIC ARITHMETIC 

Section - 7  
 Parsankhyan  izl³~[;ku 

    Transcendental Compactified State Sathapatya Value   

 

Lesson -18     Compactified Origins State 
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Introductory  

Specific scriptural enlightenment preservation catch is that 

there is a seat of Lord Vishnu (6-space Lord) within the cavity 

of heart of Lord Shiva (5-space Lord) and there is a seat of 

Lord Shiva (5-space Lord) within the cavity of heart of Lord 

Vishnu (6-space Lord).  
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1. Transcendental Compactified State  

 

Vedic knowledge systems specifically chase 

Transcendental Compactified State of origin folds of 

Hypercubes within spatial order 4-space. 

The spatial order Sathapatya results into 

remanifestation of quadrupel Hypercubes as 

Hypercube of four folds, each being of Sathapatya of 

Hypercube. 

Illustratively H4 of four folds (2,3,4,5) of summation 

value 14, is of nine versions, but during remanifestation 

as H14 of four folds (12,13,14,15) of summation value 54 

is going to be of 29 versions.  

 

2. Origin of 4-space  

 

Spatial (2-space) order is of twin generic units, namely: 

(i)  ‘2’ as  ‘1’ , and    (ii)  ‘1’ as ‘2’ , because of which there 

happens, full unit and half unit manifestations : 

  Full unit manifestation  

  H4 = (2,3,4,5) of summation value 14 

Half unit manifestation  

  h4 = (3, 3
1

2
 , 4, 4

1

2
) of summation value 15 

together, (H4 + h4=14+15=29) being Sathapatya of origin 

of 4-space.   

Further  

Hypercube 4 is of four folds (2,3,4,5). During second 

phase remanifestation (under spatial order of 4-space) 
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the origin fold will manifest as Hypercube 5 of four folds 

(3,4,5,6) of summation value ‘18’ . 

Lord Shiva is the over Lord of 5-space and Lord Vishnu 

is the over Lord of 6-space.  

One shall sit comfortably and to permit the 

transcending mind to glimpse and imbibe the 

Sathapatya values and features of 5-space as origin of 

4-space, as that:  The Sathapatya of origin of 4-space is 

of a pair of folds of value :18+29=47  

(i) First fold  

H5 of four folds (3,4,5,6) of summation 

value 18  

(ii) Second fold  

H4 + h4, together of value 14+15=29 

 Further  

The Sathapatya of origin of 5-space is of a pair of folds 

of value :22+37=59  

(i) First fold  

H6 of four folds (4,5,6,7) of summation 

value 22 

(ii) Second fold  

H5 + h5, together of value 18+19=37 

 

It will be blissful to be parallel with the transcendental 

compactified state Sathapatya value of 5-space as 

origin of 4-space, and 6-space as origin of 5-space is 
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47+59= 106 =53+53=Sathapatya Value of a paired pair 

of transcendental (5-space) ranges of solid (3-space) 

order.  

3. Compactified Origins State 

 

Compactified Origins State chase is going to be of 

paring them sequentially.  Illustratively, the origins of                           

4-sapace and 5-space, to be chased together. And a 

step ahead will be a simultaneously chase of origins of 

5-space and 6-space.  And so on.  

One may have a pause here and take note that this 

sequential chase will be bringing us face to face with 

the Sathapatya values of such chase steps as tabulated 

here under :  

Table of Sequential the Chase Steps of Compactified Origins  
     

C-0 C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 

Step  Origins of  Origin of  Origin of  Total value  

1 
4-space and 5-
space  4-space 5-space 47+59 

   H5 + (H4 + h4) H6 + (H5 + h5) =106 
   18+(14+15) 22+(18+19)   
   47 59   
          

Step  Origins of  Origin of  Origin of  Total value  

2 
5-space and 6-
space  5-space 6-space 59+71 

   H6 + (H5 + h5) H7 + (H6 + h6) =130 
   22+(18+19) 26+(22+23)   
   59 71   
    = 47+12 =59+12 =106+24 
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Step  Origins of  Origin of  Origin of  Total value  

3 
6-space and 7-
space  6-space 7-space 71+83 

   H7 + (H6 + h6) H8 + (H7 + h7) =154 
   26+(22+23) 30+(26+27)   
   71 83   
   =59+12 =71+12 =130+24 

Step           
4 …………….. ………… ………. ………….. 

 

 

4. Sequential Addition Value ‘24’ 

 

One shall sit comfortably and to permit the 

transcending mind to comprehend and imbibe as that 

the sequential addition value of above sequential chase 

steps is ‘24’ parallel with 4x6 , dimensional frame value 

of 6-space of creative dimensional order.  Further as 

that : 

TCV (iq:"k)=24 = TCV (lekf/k)= TCV (dSoY;)  

Further as that D8 is of spectra (8,6,6,4)=24  

D8, 8-space content manifests H8 within 4-space along 

H2 format of spatial dimensional order : 

    H8 = D8 + H2  

5. Formulation Parsankhyan  izl³~[;ku 

Formulation Parsankhyan  izl³~[;ku is of  

TCV (izl³~[;ku)= 30 = H8 = D8 + H2 
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One shall sit comfortably and to permit the 

transcending mind to comprehend and imbibe 

formulation Parsankhyan  izl³~[;ku Sathapatya being 

of features of manifestation of 8-space content as 

Hypercube 8 within 4-space along format of spatial 

order (H2).  

6. Formulation Nachiketa Agin ufpdsrk vfXu 

 

Formulation Nachiketa Agin ufpdsrk vfXu is of  

  TCV (ufpdsrk vfXu) 

= 26+14=40 

= H7 + H4 

= Sathapatya of Creative Cap of 

Transcendental Cavity at the origin seat 

of 4-space  

One shall sit comfortably and to permit the 

transcending mind to continuously remain in prolonged 

sitting of Trans to be parallel with the transcendental 

phenomenon of Nachiketa Agin ufpdsrk vfXu 

manifesting as creative cap of transcendental cavity at 

the origin seat of 4-space.  

 It will be blissful to be parallel with the Brahman 

State enlightenment of unified existence of 

simultaneous manifestation of 8-space and 7-space in 

4-space: H8 + H7 + H4 = 30+26+14=56+14=70 
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 One shall sit comfortably and to comprehend and 

imbibe Sathapatya features and values of this Brahman 

State, as that : 

(i) TCV (czã)=28 

(ii) Values range 1 to 28 is of factors 1 to 56  

(iii) Fifth phase of domain split is of value 70, of 

sequential reach (1,2,5,12,29,70)     

 

           

  

 

 

  

 


